CONTENT REPURPOSING WORKSHEET
When you’re thinking about creating content, you should have several different ways
to repurpose that content across different platforms and timelines already in mind.
This worksheet is designed to help you think through your repurposing plan up front
to get the most impact out of your content.

Primary content:
ex: Annual report, event, webinar

Evergreen or time-sensitive?
Is it content that can be used over again as-is, or
content that would need to be altered to be repurposed?

CONTENT

what will you share?

PLATFORM (S)
where will you share it?

What are three ways
I can repurpose this
content this month?
ex: share statistics on Twitter

What are three ways
I can repurpose
over the next three
to six months?
ex: guest post on XX blog

What are three ways
I can repurpose in
the next year in
beyond?
ex: revist story on Facebook

What do we need
to do now to make
it possible to create
this repurposed
content easier?
ex: do interviews on Zoom to be able to use the video later, take more “evergreen”
photos at the event, ask the designer to share individual statistic graphics, etc.
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CONTENT CHEAT SHEET
Below are some ideas for content that you could create, categorized by content
length (long/short)and type (written, visual, audio). Remember, this is just a
starting point – get creative!

LONG CONTENT IDEAS

SHORT CONTENT IDEAS

thematic/programmatic reports
white papers
Blog posts
articles
email newsletters
e-books
LinkedIn articles
guides
guest blogs
Medium articles
Op-Eds
Slide Share/presentations
long videos
fundraising appeals
infographics
webinar
podcasts
radio interviews
Q+As
donor reports
explainer animation videos

Twitter posts
Facebook posts
Instagram posts/stories
Pinterest graphics
Whatsapp messages
photos with captions/quotes
statistics
quiz
checklists
polls
drip emails
one slide
short videos
short animation
FAQs
giveaways/competitions
re-sharing other’s content
audio clips
meme

photo essay
written

visual

audio

I’d love to hear how you’ve used this worksheet – email
me at hello@jennifergeib.com with any ideas or questions!
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